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CHANGING THE NEWSROOM CULTURE: 
A FOUR-YEAR CASE STUDY 
OF ORGANIZATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
AT THE ST. LOUIS POST-DISPATCH 
By Peter 1. Gade and Earnest L. Perry 
This longitudinal case study of change at the St. Louis Post- 
Dispatch measured newsroom employee perceptions of organizational 
development, newsroom restructuring (’om beats to teams), and 
public journalism during Cole C. Campbell’s tenure as editor, 1996- 
2000. Results indicate initial optimism about change faded within a 
year. Over the course of the study, respondents failed to see a connec- 
tion between change initiatives and producing a better newspaper. 
Journalists did not experience empowerment associated with team- 
based systems. 
The idea that “change” is a constant in life has been understood by 
Western philosophers for more than 2,500 years. In a journalistic sense, 
accepting change as an element of life suggests journalism never is a 
specific set of practices and values; it is constantly becoming something 
that it currently is not.’ This evolutionary process became increasingly 
clear for U.S. newspapers in the past decade, as the industry has faced 
both internal and external challenges on nearly every front: dwindling 
readership;2 new media c~mpetion;~ increased costs of doing b~s iness ;~  
increasing profit  pressure^;^ and a sense that newspapers had lost touch 
with readers and communities.6 This unsettling environment has defined 
the industry’s mandate for change, and a fiery debate has emerged 
about the types of changes needed and why? 
This article reports the results of a four-year case study of changes 
at the St. Louis Post-Dispatch. Founded by Joseph Pulitzer and long 
considered a member of the U.S. ”prestige press,” the paper also faced 
many challenges at the end of the twentieth century. Its management 
responded in 1996 by hiring a new editor, Cole C. Campbell, whose 
stated goal was the “cultural transformation” of the news organization? 
Keys to the transformation were restructuring the newsroom from a 
beat system to a team system and embracing public journalism. These 
initiatives became cornerstones of change at newspapers nationwide in 
the late 1990s.9 Accordingly, the Post-Dispatch provided an excellent 
venue for studying newspaper organizational development initiatives. 
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The data, a compilation of four surveys administered in the autumns of 
1996-1998 and 2000, help explain the challenges newspapers face as 
they re-examine their mission in a dynamic media marketplace and the 
management difficulties of leading and implementing cultural change. 
Literature OrganizationaZDeveZopment. Organizational development (OD), 
the study of how organizations evolve, learn, and adapt,1° attracted the 
interest of U.S. scholars and corporate managers in the late twentieth 
century as the changing globalmarketplace threatened U.S. dominance.” 
Lewin was among the first scientists to explain organizational dynamics 
when he described the process as ”unfreezing, changing, refreezing.” l2 
Most theorists have conceived organizations as mechanisms that value 
”simplicity in motion” and homeo~tasis.’~ Berquist contended this is a 
faulty metaphor in the postmodern world, and suggested viewing 
organizations as liquids, containing elements of stability and change 
“poised on the edge of order and 
Kanter wrote that companies that value ”innovation” are better 
placed to use employee creativity to compete in changing environments. 
Innovative companies are ”integrated”; they avoid “overspecification” 
and create opportunities for fresh thinking across organizational 
b0~ndaries . l~ Drucker extended this concept into what he calls the 
”knowledge organization,” which utilizes employee knowledge as the 
organization’s most valued resource, flattens the organizational 
hierarchy, and implements a team-based workplace with shared 
decision making.16 
Because organizations vary in size, resources, and goals, OD 
research has usually focused on one organization at a time and on site- 
specific ~ariab1es.l~ The interaction of change-related variables produces 
a chain of change-stimulating-change that makes the change process 
difficult to measure, and some scholars acknowledge a situation-by- 
situation approach makes theory-building more difficult.18 
Most organizational development initiatives are attempts to 
change organizational culture, or an organization’s way of doing things 
-its customs. It is a combination of macro (e.g., values and beliefs) and 
micro (e.g., roles, practices, and procedures) variables that give meaning 
to organizational life. Some scholars contend that the values and beliefs 
that support an organizational culture can be changed by focusing on 
the tangible (micro) variables that define daily life in the organi~ation.’~ 
Van Maanen and Barley suggest that cohort work groups create 
“occupational communities” that sustain relatively unique work 
cultures. Occupational communities develop because they seek ”self 
control’’-the autonomy to define the occupation’s work culture.2O 
Many organizational development initiatives strive to create a 
“culture of contribution,” where power and accountability are shared 
in ways that allow companies to respond quickly to challenges and 
opportunities.21 ”Empowerment-oriented” leadership shares decision 
making, shows concern for employees, and is flexible. This “supportive 
management” style contributes to an organizational culture 
characterized by “cooperation, collaboration and concern for employee 
well-being.”22 However, creating this culture has been more difficult in 
Review 
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the United States than other nations because workers, especially 
professionals, value individualism and often express it in 
counterproductive ~ a y s . 2 ~  
Managers often misunderstand resistance to change and perceive 
employees who resist as problems. Resistance, however, can be a 
rational response from employees who see themselves pushed in 
conflicting directions. Change creates losses for employees-their 
routines, some values, and the emotional loss of destroying what ~ a s . 2 ~  
Accordingly, a large body of OD scholarship indicates that changing an 
organization’s culture is not easily accomplished, and understanding 
the need to change is often not enough to convince employees, and even 
members of management, to accept ~hange.2~ 
Team-based Organizational Structures. Organizational scholars agree 
that team-based work is integral to innovative organizations. Teams 
create flatter (less vertical) hierarchies that empower employees with 
fewer and less rigid organizational The team structure 
requires a new management philosophy that Hirschhorn called 
“managing the boundary,” communicating company needs to the team 
and team needs to the company. Managers must learn to encourage 
team members to respond creatively to enhance team perf0rmance.2~ 
Team members must take more responsibility for their work, which 
frustrates employees who operate under ingrained ”schemas” of 
vertically structured systems.28 
OD Newspaper Research. Gentry observed change initiatives at a 
small California daily and identified variables essential for successful 
newspaper change: pre-change analysis to determine extent and type of 
changes needed; employee participation in drafting initiatives; mission 
statements; flexible strategies; and communication explaining the need 
to change, a vision of the future, and new e~pectations.2~ In a subsequent 
study of six newspapers experimenting with change, Gentry found 
management thought it was doing a better job than the staff thought it 
was doing on all ten elements of change the study addressed?O Gade 
found newspaper managers initiating change thought they led the 
process in accordance with OD literature. However, rank-and-file 
thought management was inflexible, authoritarian, and did not involve 
rank-and-file in planning change. Management acknowledged an 
unclear vision and breakdown of trust with rank-and-file?l 
In research spanning three decades, Weaver and Wilhoit found in 
1992 that journalists perceived less work autonomy than in previous 
decades, and this loss was a substantial factor in declining job 
satisfacti~n.~~ A study of management styles found that editors and 
reporters were about equally likely to view managers at their paper as 
“authoritarian” (as opposed to ”democratic”); however, reporters tended 
to perceive the style as “too authoritarian,” while editors characterized 
it as “about right.”33 Several studies have found journalists are more 
open-minded toward change and report higher job satisfaction when 
change is tied to pursuit of journalistic, not business, goals.M However, 
a study of news, advertising, and circulation department heads found 
news editors significantly more likely to say more cooperation between 
departments is needed. The researcher concluded that news managers 
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exhibit a "surprising sensitivity" to market-oriented concepts.35 
Regarding technology driven-change, Singer found newspaper reporters 
and editors expected new media technology to modify their jobs, but 
not fundamentally change them. She concluded fundamental journalism 
values are "more important and more enduring."36 
Team-based newspaper reporting increased dramatically in the 
1990s. A 1999 study found that 37% of newspapers surveyed used a 
team system, and 53% with more than 100,000 circulation used teams. 
Only 8% had teams in 1992.37 Lewis concluded that newspaper team 
work requires employees to be flexible and learn a variety of tasks so 
teams can react to the One study found that a team 
produced more coverage on the same topic than the beat system had, 
and the team stories got more prominent play in the paper. The 
researcher concluded team-based newsrooms represent a realignment 
of resources that may have important consequences for content.39 
However, Neuzil, Hansen, and Ward found most journalists working 
in teams thought they had less authority and less success getting their 
story ideas into the paper.40 The researchers concluded the team system 
might be "a poor model for newsrooms and other jobs where creativity 
and certain professional standards are imp~r t an t . "~~  
Public Journalism. Public journalism, also called civic jour- 
nalism, is a reform movement that gained momentum in the 1990s. 
Journalistic social responsibility is broadened into an active role, with 
journalism becoming a catalyst for the revival of public life by promoting 
citizen engagement, dialogue, and problem solving!2 Merritt insisted 
that public journalism requires journalists to abandon several traditional 
practices: valuing conflict as the primary story narrative, maintaining 
an adversarial role with institutions, treating readers as audiences 
instead of participants, and insisting that journalism credibility comes 
from detachment.43 The term "civic journalism" has been found to carry 
"semantic baggage," eliciting support or criticism without 
contemplation." Critics of public journalism contend its focus on 
community connections and solutions can easily compromise media 
independence and ~redibi l i ty .~~ Others have said that the movement is 
a response to increasingly profit-driven corporate media. However, 
even public journalism proponents acknowledge its eye on the 
marketplace. Merritt wrote, "People engaged in public life ... are avid 
consumers of the journalism product."46 
Public Journalism and Team-based Newsroom Structures. The beat 
system of reporting is organized by institutions (government, schools, 
police, etc.), which public journalism proponents have said takes the 
newspaper away from reader interests. The team-based system, often 
organized by topic areas identified by readers, is conceived to empower 
journalists and readers, who become an important part of creating the 
news agenda. This dual empowerment reinforces the public journalism 
model that journalists and citizens share common g0als.4~ The editor of 
the (Columbia, S.C.) State said teams helped create a culture that 
nurtured public journalism. The team system and public journalism 
"involve breaking down walls and creating dialogue where it wasn't 
before. So many of the principles are exactly the 
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In August 1996, Pulitzer Publishing Company CEO Michael 
Pulitzer introduced Cole C. Campbell as the new editor of the St. Louis 
Post-Dispatch, hailing Campbell as the clear choice because of his unique 
combination of journalistic skills, business acumen, leadership, and 
visi0n.4~ Campbell, previously editor of the NoTfoZk Virginian-Pilot, 
brought to St. Louis a record of newsroom innovation. In Norfolk, 
Campbell established himself as a vocal advocate of newspaper industry 
change, and he led initiatives that included restructuring the newsroom 
into topic teams and training in public journalism?0 By the time he left 
Norfolk for the Post-Dispatch, the Virginian-Pilot had institutionalized 
its public journalism approach more than any U.S. newspaper?1 
In the first half-decade of the 1990s, circulation at the Post- 
Dispatch dropped from 382,000 to 320,000, and the paper, with a 
reputation of a liberal editorial voice in the Pulitzer tradition, was 
perceived as out of step with its readers, many of whom were part of an 
increasingly conservative suburban p o p u l a t i ~ n . ~ ~  The New York Times 
reported Campbell was hired to revive the flagship Pulitzer publication, 
quoting Publisher Nicholas Penniman IV: “In the last five years we 
have saved our way to prosperity. We have renegotiated our labor 
contracts, squeezed from the cost side, and it is clear that you can only 
grow by shrinking for so long. At some point you have to go out and get 
more readers and advertising do1la1-s.”~~ 
Campbell became only the fifth editor in the Post-Dispatch’s 117- 
year history, and only the second whose last name was not Pulitzer. But 
his tenure as editor was to last just three-and-a-half years. In April 2000, 
Campbell’s resignation, announced at a hastily called staff meeting, 
”constituted a real bombshell” in the newsroom.54 However, for the six- 
month period ending 31 March 2000, the Post-Dispatch had the second- 
highest circulation loss, 3.4%, of the twenty largest U.S. newspapers, 
and circulation was below 300,000 (294,187) for the first time since 
1982.55 
Campbell on Newsroom Cultural Change. Campbell has 
contended that a problem with U.S. journalism is its ”judgmental” 
culture, and journalism would be better served by a “collaborative” 
culture. If newspapers kept a keener eye on readers and the marketplace, 
then the newsroom would work more closely with the business side of 
the organization, with each having the same goal-a product that 
matters. Campbell called this culture of collaboration the best 
opportunity for “colonizing the rest of the company” with the values 
of the 
Campbell wrote that some of journalists’basic beliefs must change 
if journalism is to help communities work through their pr0blems.5~ He 
suggested two ways to ”radically transform” journalism?* First, citizens 
would be better served if journalists viewed social institutions and 
government agencies not as sources of news but as resources for problem 
solving (Campbell’s emphases). The other ideal was to move journalism 
away from a description of the present and toward the imagination of 
a better alternative. He wrote that imagination contributes to empathy 
and understanding of alternative realities. 
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Critical Incidents. The 1997 St. Louis mayoral campaign was the 
city’s first in which the two leading candidates were African American. 
University of North Carolina journalism professor Chuck Stone was 
hired as reader advocate and responded to readers’ questions in a 
weekly column sent e-mail from North Carolina, 900 miles from St. 
Louis. The distance brought criticism from readers and inside the 
newsroom. The New York Times quoted the Post-Dispatch city hall 
reporter as saying Stone, an African American, was made reader 
advocate to appease the African-American community.59 The reporter 
was concerned the public would perceive the Post-Dispatch did not have 
confidence in her to cover the election objectively. 
During Campbell’s first year, a new tier of editors was created. 
Some came from Norfolk, and several middle-level editors at the Post- 
Dispatch were promoted. Also in 1997, the paper joined the St. Louis 
Regional Commerce and Growth Association and the William T. Kemper 
Foundation in commissioning a development report on the St. Louis 
region. The report ran as a series under the lead story headline “A Call 
to Action,” calling Campbell one of America’s leading public journalists, 
and reporting the Post-Dispatch would and should be deeply involved 
with the region’s revitalization.6O 
The year-long process of restructuring into a team-based newsroom 
began in 1998. Consultants were hired, including Richard Harwood, 
with whom Campbell worked in Norfolk. The $250,000 Hanvood 
Initiative included seminars with a “leadership group” with the goal of 
thinking differently about gathering and presenting the news.61 
Interdepartmental teams (members from news and business 
departments) worked on recruiting, hiring, developing an identity for 
the newspaper, understanding customers, and identifying problems 
that would stall initiatives.62 The number of newsroom jobs was not 
reduced; however, teams redefined or renamed many jobs, in essence 
eliminating numerous mid-level editors’ positions and nineteen gen- 
eral assignment reporters. A majority of reporters and editors had to 
reapply for positions as team members or 1eader~:~Teams set goals and 
drafted mission statements. Campbell believed teams would put 
journalists back on the street and create more community reporting.” 
In April 1999, a new section, lmagine St. Louis, appeared in the 
Sunday newspaper replacing the news analysis section. Each week, the 
section front page led with a story about an issue identified as a pressing 
priority; examples included illiteracy, immigration, the St. Louis arts 
community, and plans for a new bridge across the Mississippi River. 
Section features included a ”Conversations” column of reader letters, 
an ”Issues Map” with key questions and citizen perspectives on the 
issue, and a “Who Calls the Shots” listing of decision makers and 
resources for citizen involvement. The Post-Dispatch collaborated with 
local television and radio outlets to create and promote weekly programs. 
Campbell envisioned Imagine St. Louis as a vehicle for citizens to affect 
news coverage and community acti0n.6~ 
In March 2000, a group of senior Post-Dispatch journalists gave 
Publisher Terrance Eggers (who replaced Penniman in 1999) a list of 
nineteen staff members, some of the paper’s most respected and 
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awarded journalists, who had left the paper in the previous eighteen 
months. The staffers told Eggers that the departures were tied to 
Campbell’s change initiatives and the exodus would continue. Less 
than two weeks later, Campbell resigned and became a fellow at the 
Poynter Institute. He has been an associate of the Kettering Foundation 
since 2001, overseeing research in journalism and democracy.66 
In sum, organizational development literature provides a 
theoretical framework for understanding the change process. OD 
research suggests that innovative organizations empower employees 
and break traditional barriers. Management empowers employees by 
involving them in change, seeking their opinions, and valuing their 
experience and knowledge. Empowerment-oriented leadership prepares 
employees for change by communicating reasons for change and sharing 
decision making; trust is built by showing concern for employees. 
Working in teams is essential to leveraging employee knowledge and 
innovation. The team system flattens organizational hierarchies, 
redefines jobs, creates fewer mid-level managers, and reallocates 
newsroom resources. Team work requires more collaboration among 
workers, and U.S. journalists have been shown to value their autonomy. 
Public journalism is a reform movement that requires abandoning 
several traditional journalistic norms to create more citizen-based 
reporting. Its practice has beenassociated with team-based newsrooms, 
and both proponents and critics acknowledge its market-driven 
rationale. Journalists have indicated higher job satisfaction if change is 
related to pursuing journalistic (not business) goals. 
This understanding of organizational development, newsroom 
structural change, public journalism, and Campbell’s change agenda 
shaped the following research questions: 
RQ1: What were the newsroom employees’ 
perceptions of the organizational development initiatives 
during the period of change? 
RQ2: What were newsroom employees‘ perceptions 
of the newsroom structure during the period of change? 
RQ3: What were the newsroom employees’ 
perceptions of public journalism during the period of 
change? 
The period of change is defined as Campbell’s tenure as editor. 
The researchers administered surveys during one-day visits to the 
downtown newsroom in the autumns of 1996,1997,1998, and 2000.67 
The visit was made on a mid-week day and every news employee 
working that day was asked to complete a survey.68 During this period, 
the news staff, excluding bureaus, fluctuated from 270 to 300 people; 
approximately 200 worked in the downtown newsroom during the 
day.69 The first survey was administered a week before Campbell started 
work. Journalists had been introduced to the new editor during a staff 
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meeting and had been able to find out about him through the media, 
including their own paper, prior to his arrival. Studying their perceptions 
about need for change and their attitudes toward changes expected 
under the new editor created a baseline of measures for subsequent 
surveys. The 1997 and 1998 surveys measured employee attitudes as 
initiatives were developed and implemented. The 2000 survey, 
conducted six months after Campbell's resignation but prior to a new 
editor being named, provided a final measure of attitudes about the 
change process. 
The core of the survey instrument remained the same over four 
years. Statements measured level of agreement or disagreement along 
a seven-point intensity scale. In 1997, several statements about public 
journalism were added to the survey, and in 2000, statements related to 
the Imagine St.  Louis section and team-based structure implemented in 
1999 were added. To reflect the timing of the surveys, statement 
wording was adjusted slightly. For example, a 1996 statement was: 
Under the new editor, I expect the paper will cover government as it 
always has; in 1997 and 1998, this statement read: Under the current 
editor, the paper covers government as it always has; in 2000, it read: 
Under the former editor, the paper covered government as it always 
had. 
Factor analysis was used to assist in constructing measures of 
organization development, newsroom structure, and public journalism. 
The statements were coded so agreement with a statement reflected a 
positive attitude toward the construct. To allow for annual construct 
comparisons, the means of the statements in the constructs were averaged 
to create construct quotients. Reliability coefficients (Cronbach's alpha) 
for the constructs come from all available data: organizational 
development, measured by seven statements (.77); organizational 
structure, measured with four statements (.76); public journalism, 
measured with seven statements ( .72). 
The number of responses for each year was: 74 in 1996; 124 in 1997 
(59 also responded in 1996); 108 in 1998 (80 responded previously); 121 
in 2000 (68 responded previously). Because the research sought sensitive 
information about employee-management relationships, no effort was 
made in 1996 to identify respondents for a panel study. The measure of 
repeat respondents relied on respondent self-reports?O However, there 
were no significant differences between repeat respondents and all 
respondents on any of the constructs for any of the years.71 The data 
reported in the tables are from all respondents. 
Results The first research question explored perceptions about 
organizational development and how they changed over the four years. 
An ANOVA test of the organizational development quotient shows no 
significant differences the first three years (1996,1997,1998); however, 
in 2000 respondents became significantly (Tukey post hoc test) more 
negative toward OD (see Table 1). In 1996, there was optimism about 
change and the way it would be implemented. Respondents expected 
to work more closely with advertising and circulation departments, but 
anticipated the new editor would not make changes right away and 
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TABLE 1 
Organizational Development Construct (7 Statements, Cronbach's alpha = .77) 
ANOVA Tests Measuring Change over Time 
Items were arrayed on 7-point scales, ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree), 
with 4 neutral. 
1996 1997 1998 2000 
Mean s.d. Mean s.d. Mean s.d. Mean s.d. 
N=74 N=124 N=108 N=121 
Organizational Development Quotient 
(mean of the seven statements) 
Statements 
The newsroom has worked more closely 
with the advertising and circulation 
departments under the current editor. 
The current editor did not make changes 
until he had a feel for the newsroom 
and the city. 
I think the current editor has been 
sensitive to employees' concerns. 
The newsroom staff has been 
open-minded about changes. 
The current editor values the 
experience and knowledge of 
long-time Post-Dispatch employees. 
The current editor has sought opinions 
from newsroom workers about how to 
improve the newspaper and newsroom 
efficiency. 
Management has done a good job 
preparing newsroom employees for 
changes that have taken place in the 
past year. 
3.91a .77 3.81a 1.0 
4.58ab 1.6 4.59ab 1.4 
4.71aY.4 3.32bc 1.5 
4.18a 1.1 3.69a 1.8 
4.28a 1.5 4.28a 1.6 
3.92a** 1.6 3.30b 1.7 
2.73a" 1.7 3.98b 2.0 
3.04a 1.6 3.43ab 1.8 
3.97a 1.1 2.84b** 3 9  
5.00a** 1.3 4.18b** 1.3 
3.7413 1.5 2.85c** 1.6 
3.59a 1.8 2.16b** 1.8 
4.05a 1.5 2.88b** 1.7 
3.21b 1.7 2.04c** 1.5 
4.40b**1.9 2.93a** 1.8 
3.66b* 1.8 2.88a* 1.7 
a,b,c: Means with common lowercase letters are not significantly different (p < .05) from one 
another by a Tukey post hoc test. 
* p < .05; ** p < .01 
~ ~ ~~~~~~~~ 
would be sensitive to their concerns. They viewed the staff as open- 
minded about changes the new editor would bring. 
By 1997 much of the optimism had eroded, and there were 
significant differences from 1996 to several statements in the construct, 
although responses were not strongly negative overall. Respondents 
remained open-minded, but indicated that changes had begun before 
the new editor had a feel for the newsroom and city, and they began to 
perceive that veteran Post-Dispatch journalists were not highly 
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TABLE 2 
Newsroom Structure Construct (4 Statements, Cronbach's alpha = .76) 
ANOVA Tests Measuring Change over Time 
Items were arrayed on 7-point scales, ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree), 
with 4 neutral. 
1996 1997 1998 2000 
Mean s.d. Mean s.d. Mean s.d. Mean s.d. 
N=74 N=124 N=108 N=121 
Newsroom Structure Quotient 4.20a 1.0 4.03a 1.3 3.94a 1.3 3.14b**1.3 
(mean of the four statements) 
Statements 
Working in teams is a good idea. 4.69a 1.5 4.76a 1.6 4.24a 1.7 3.42b**2.0 
Newsroom structural changes under the 4.25a** 1.2 3.6513 1.7 3.53b 1.7 2.47c** 1.6 
current editor have helped the paper 
practice better journalism. 
I think newsroom resources-the human, 3.85ab 1.4 3.93ab 1.8 4.31a** 1.5 3.55b** 1.6 
technical and financial support-for 
practicing journalism have increased under 
the current editor. 
I have benefited from changes in 4.01a* 1.5 3.77ab 1.8 3.70ab 1.7 3.28b* 2.1 
newsroom structure under the current 
editor. 
a,b,c: Means with common lowercase letters are not significantly different ( p  c .05) from one 
another by a Tukey post hoc test. 
* p c .05; ** p c .01 
valued. The 1998 data show few changes from 1997, and the OD 
quotient is statistically neutral. The 1998 survey was taken when the 
paper had completed a self-study for reorganization and restructuring 
to teams was due to begin. Responses reflect this change-related 
work, with strong agreement that the newsroom was working more 
closely with non-news departments and agreement for the only time 
during the study that the editor sought employee opinions about 
improving the paper and newsroom efficiency. However, in 2000 
there were consistent and strong negative responses toward OD. For 
the first time in the study, the staff indicated it was no longer open- 
minded toward change, and the strongest disagreement was that the 
editor was sensitive to employees' concerns and valued the experience 
and knowledge of veteran journalists. Journalists also indicated they 
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were no longer being asked how to improve the newspaper and 
newsroom operation. 
The second research question probed employees’ attitudes toward 
changes in newsroom structure. Respondents had a slightly positive 
attitude in 1996, were close to neutral in 1997 and 1998, and became 
negative in 2000. An ANOVA test showed no significant differences 
among measures for the first three years of the study and significantly 
more negative attitudes in 2000 (see Table 2). 
The 1996 data indicate that respondents were optimistic about 
working in teams and the prospects of structural changes improving 
journalism quality. The optimism about working in teams remained in 
1997; however, respondents showed moderate disagreement that 
structural changes improved the quality of journalism (the newsroom 
had not yet become team-based, but a new tier of editors had been 
created). In 1998 there were no significant differences on any of the 
statements in the construct. It becomes clear that journalists liked the 
idea of working in teams until they actually restructured into a team- 
based newsroom. The 2000 data revealed significantly more negative 
attitudes toward three of the four statements in the construct, including 
the idea that restructuring led to better journalism. 
The staff worked in teams for the last year of Campbell’s editorship. 
Six statements about teams were added in 2000 to provide a broader and 
more theoretical measure of what reorganization meant, and respondents 
recorded negative attitudes toward all the statements (means noted 
parenthetically; not shown in tables). They disagreed the team system 
gave them more job-related authority (3.11) or autonomy (3.19); they 
also did not perceive better success getting their story ideas into the 
paper (3.35). Beyond this, respondents disagreed teams did better at 
story development (3.02), got more breaking news in the paper (2.26), 
or improved product quality (2.45). 
The third research question explored perceptions about public 
journalism and values associated with it. This construct was created 
after several statements were added to the survey in 1997. The data 
indicate that the staff had negative attitudes toward public journalism 
all three years the construct was measured (see Table 3); however, an 
ANOVA test shows respondents’ attitudes were significantly more 
negative in 2000. 
The responses show that journalists perceived their news values 
were changing in some ways to support a public journalism model, but 
respondents held some reservations about public journalism that became 
clearer as time passed. They agreed all three years that the newspaper 
was more active in resolving community issues and was reporting on 
government differently than it had. However, journalists were unsure 
whether public journalism was genuinely focused on journalism, 
indicating consistent (albeit slight) agreement all three years that public 
journalism is more of an economic response to the challenges facing the 
paper than an attempt to practice better journalism. By 2000, the staff 
reported strong disagreement that the Post-Dispatch can better contribute 
to the St. Louis area by practicingpublic journalism and disagreed even 
more strongly that its practice improved newsroom morale. These 
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TABLE 3 
Public Journalism Construct (7 Statements, Cronbach’s alpha = .72) 
ANOVA Tests Measuring Change over Time 
Items were arrayed on 7-point scales, ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree), 
with 4 neutral. 
1997 1998 2000 
N=124 N=108 N=121 
Mean s.d. Mean s.d. Mean s.d. 
Public Journalism Quotient 
(mean of the seven statements) 
Statements 
3.76a .90 3.86a .90 3.24b** .88 
The newspaper has taken a more active role 4.84a 1.50 4.82a 1.60 4.66a 1.50 
resolving community issues under the 
current editor. 
The paper has continued to cover government 3.81a 1.40 3.70a 1.50 3.17b** 1.50 
as it always has. 
Public journalism is more an economic response 4.23a 1.60 4.24a 1.80 4.31a 1.60 
to the challenges facing the Post-Dispatch than 
an attempt to practice better journalism. 
The Post-Dispatch can better contribute to the 3.91a 1.90 3.98a 1.80 2.81b** 1.80 
St. Louis area by practicing public journalism. 
The practice of public journalism has improved 2.92a 1.40 3.12a 1.40 1.88b** 1.30 
newsroom morale. 
Public journalism projects have created more 3.23ab 1.40 3.55a** 1.50 2.89b** 1.50 
resources for the newsroom. 
Under the current editor, there is more 3.85a 1.20 3.91a 1.20 3.59a 1.40 
good news in the paper. 
a,b,c: Means with common lowercase letters are not significantly different (p < .05) from one 
another by a Tukey post hoc test. 
* p < .05; ** p < .01 
results can be better understood when considered with statements 
added to the 2000 survey regarding the lmagine St. Louis section, which 
began in 1999 (no table shown). The staff agreed strongly that Imagine 
St. Louis was an example of public journalism as envisioned by the 
editor (6.11), but disagreed almost as strongly that the section improved 
the newspaper (2.57). 
Discussion Responses over four years show initial optimism toward change 
and the new editor, followed by moderately negative attitudes in 1997 
and 1998, which by 2000 became broad-based dissatisfaction. When the 
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study began, many Post-Dispatch journalists anticipated change as an 
opportunity to improve both the newsroom operation and quality of 
the newspaper. The data suggest that by 2000 respondents perceived 
that change initiatives had accomplished neither. Campbell’s vision of 
a collaborative, team-based newsroom practicing public journalism 
confused many journalists and failed to win broad-based support. 
Organizational scholars contend that successful postmodern 
companies are integrated, breaching traditional barriers to nurture 
creativity and leverage employee knowledge. Team-based work, with 
flatter corporate hierarchies and shared decision making, is a key 
enabling structure for innovation. However, respondents in this study, 
working in both interdepartmental and newsroom teams, found little 
about the team-based structure that was empowering. The staff spent 
months in 1998 discussing, training, and preparing to implement a 
team-based structure before phasing it in over a six-month period. This 
preparation gave journalists a chance to learn the team system and have 
input in its creation; yet, after they had worked in it a year, they no 
longer thought teams were a good idea. Journalists found the system 
provided less individual autonomy and authority over their work, 
which is contrary to theory but consistent with one of the few studies of 
team-based newsrooms.72 It appears an important question is 
whether the newsroom culture-rooted in individualism that values 
personal resourcefulness, skill, and creativity as measures of 
professionalism-lends itself to the collaborative demands of a team- 
based structure. 
Another view of the impact of teams acknowledges that breaching 
traditional organizational barriers to many journalists means becoming 
more market-dri~en.~~ The ”wall” that separated news and business 
sides of newspapers has been weakened by more aggressive attempts 
to attract readers. Respondents were asked to work in interdepartmental 
teams to better understand customers and develop the paper’s identity, 
as well as to create newsroom teams responsible for aligning content 
with reader interests. These changes apparently confused journalists 
about the values associated with change. Respondents consistently 
agreed over the course of the study that public journalism was more an 
economic response to challenges facing the newspaper than an attempt 
to practice better journalism. The idea that an integrated, team-based 
news organization is perceived by newspaper journalists as a threat to 
their journalistic values and autonomy helps explain why journalists 
have been labeled resistant to change and suggests their resistance is 
indeed rati0nal.7~ 
An interesting question is to what extent in 2000 was respondents’ 
negativity toward teams and public journalism reflective of their 
attitudes toward those concepts or Campbell’s approach to managing 
change. Although the data cannot completely answer this question, 
journalists expressed open-mindedness through more than two years 
of Campbell-led initiatives. The 1998 data show a staff focused on 
restructuring and anticipating benefits associated with change. Only 
after respondents failed to see a connection between change and a better 
newspaper, and they perceived that change initiatives would continue 
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to be pushed forward without the value of their input and experience, 
did they reject Campbell’s attempt at cultural transformation. 
As a case study, the ability to generalize the findings is limited. 
The constructs in this study are relevant to change efforts at newspapers 
across the country, but a more basic issue is the lack of established 
measures for studying change. Measures need further refinement and 
testing if scholars and media managers are to better understand the 
values that define their newsroom cultures and the process of 
organizational development. This said, there was minimal instrument 
decay over the study’s four years. All the statements in the constructs 
remained relevant throughout the study, and even as attitudes changed, 
the alpha measures for all constructs stayed above .70. 
This study sought over a period of four years to answer how 
respondents try to make sense of change, conceive it in regard to their 
individual place in the organization, and integrate it with their sense of 
journalistic norms and professionalism. The study contributes to exist- 
ing knowledge in several ways. Change is a ”process,” and this study‘s 
longitudinal approach revealed the ebb and flow of change, its 
complexity and the inter-related nature of the organizational, journalistic, 
and management variables in a manner single ”snapshot” studies 
cannot. Second, scholars have noted the need to understand the climate 
and culture of an organization prior to embarking on organizational 
development programs.75 This study collected data a week before 
Campbell assumed daily duties as editor, and responses from this 1996 
survey proved to be good predictors of what the staff expected from 
change, the issues important to them, and their subsequent attitudes. 
This seldom-used approach can provide media managers valuable 
information as a “cultural audit” before embarking on change. Third, as 
media audiences continue to fragment in an environment that offers the 
public more options and it is likely that traditional sources of 
news and information will continue experimenting with change to 
maintain and attract audiences. This study adds to a small body of 
research that suggests the benefits of integrated, team-based 
organizations are not apparent to newspaper journalists, who value 
their independence and perceive the importance of maintaining a 
distance from the business interests of the company. 
Appendix and Notes follow. 
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APPENDIX 
Respondent Demographics 
Variable 1996 1997 1998 2000 





















5 ( 7%) 
31 (42%) 
33 (45%) 
4 ( 6%) 
28 (38%) 
45 (61%) 
1 ( 1%) 







10(  8%) 
12 (10%) 





8 ( 6%) 













5 ( 5%) 
63 (58%) 
4 ( 4%) 
29 (27%) 
5 ( 4%) 
5 ( 4%) 
65 (60%) 
82 (68%) 








8 ( 7%) 





Mean s.d. Mean s.d. Mean s.d. Mean s.d. 
Years experience 
at the Post-Dispatch 14.1 8.4 12.7 8.9 14.3 7.8 13.6 11.0 
Age 44.6 10.2 42.1 10.4 44.1 10.0 43.5 10.5 
~~ - ~ 
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